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(CYCLIC) SUBGROUP SEPARABILITY OF HNN 
AND SPLIT EXTENSIONS 
FlRAT ATE§ — A . SlNAN QEVIK 
(Communicated by Tibor Katrindk) 
ABSTRACT. This work has been divided in two parts. In the first part we give 
a sufficient conditions on an HNN extension of a free group to be cyclic subgroup 
seperable. In the second part we define just subgroup separability on a split 
extension of special groups which is actually on holomorph. 
1. Introduc t ion 
A group G is said to be cyclic subgroup separable (TTC) if, for each cyclic 
subgroup (x) of G, and for each element g G G \ (x), there exists N </ G such 
that g £ N(x). In the rest of the paper the notation N </ G will be used to 
denote that N is a normal subgroup of finite index in G. 
Let H be a subgroup of a group G. Then G is said to be H-separable if, for 
each x G G\H, there exists N<G such that x £ NH. If G is (l)-separable, then 
G is said to be residually finite (1ZJ7). Moreover a group G is said to be subgroup 
separable if G is H-separable for all finitely generated subgroups H of G. 
In [3], it has been proved a residual finiteness condition for HNN extensions by 
B a u m s l a g and T r e t k o f f . Actually this result has been used extensively 
in the study of the residual finiteness of HNN extensions. For example, in [10], 
K i m defined cyclic subgroups separability of HNN extensions on a finite base 
group. Similarly, in [17], W o n g investigated the (cyclic) subgroup separabil-
ity of certain HNN extensions of finitely generated abelian groups. Moreover 
the properties of an HNN extension find an important place in the study of 
one-relator groups (see, for instance, [1], [2]). Therefore, in [10], it has been 
2000 M a t h e m a t i c s S u b j e c t C l a s s i f i c a t i o n : Primary 20E05, 20E06, 20E22, 
20E26, 20F10. 
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proved that certain one-relator groups are ~c. Some other studies about (cyclic) 
subgroup separability of HNN extensions can be found in [13], [15], [18]. 
Unfortunately we could not find any references in the literature about the 
(cyclic) subgroup separability of split extensions. But we claim to show that, by 
using the definition, this subject can be hold under some conditions for split ex-
tensions as well (Section 3). To do that we use the equivalence of split extensions 
with the semi-direct product [5]. 
2. The HNN extension case 
Throughout this section G denotes the homomorphic image of G and so g is 
a homomorphic image of g G G in G. 
Let us recall some basic materials for HNN extensions which may be found, 
for instance, in [11]. Let 
G=(A,t: t~1ht = (f(h), h e H) 
denotes an HNN extension of a base group A with stable letter t and associated 
subgroups H and if, where <p: H —> K is an isomorphism. Each element g G G 
can be written in a reduced form such as 
g = a0t
£la\2 • •• an-it
£nan , (1) 
where ai G A, Si = ± 1 , and no subwords t~1ht (h G H) or tkt~x (k G K) occur. 
Let g be a reduced form as in (1). Then the sum of the positive (or negative) 
exponents of t in the word g is defined by expt+ (g) (or exp t_ (g)). Also an element 
g = aot£la\2 • • • an-it
£n is said to be cyclically reduced if all cyclic permutations 
of g are reduced. Therefore every element of G is conjugate to a cyclically 
reduced form. 
In this paper we give the sufficient conditions to an HNN extension of a free 
group be ~c. So let us recover some results of this subject on free groups. Since 
a free group is subgroup separable ([7]), a finite extension of a free group is 
subgroup separable. Moreover free groups are strongly subgroup separable ([6]). 
In [13], N i b 1 o gave his attention to the HNN extensions of a free group F given 
by a presentation 
G=(F,t: tat'1 = a±x) (2) 
where a G F, and then proved the following result. 
PROPOS ITION 2.1. Let G be an HNN extension as in (2). If F is strongly 
subgroup separable then G is subgroup separable. 
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Actually Proposition 2.1 is a considerable generalisation of the following result 
given by B a u m s l a g and S o 1 i t a r [4]. 
PROPOS IT ION 2.2. Let G be an HNN extension as in (2). Then G is TIT. 
The following remark plays an important role in the proof of our main result 
(see Theorem 2.4 below). 
Remark 2.3. Let F be a free group with finite rank and let H= (#i, X2 , . . . , xn), 
K = (xf1, xf1, • • •, ^ n 1 ) be subgroups of F. Then, by defining an isomorphism 
0: H -> K, Xi i-> xf1, 
it is easy to see that the HNN extension (F, t : t~xHt = K) defines the same 
HNN extension, for a e H, in (2). 
By taking F , H and K as in the above remark, we can give one of the main 
results of this paper as follows. 
THEOREM 2.4. Let G = (F,t: tHt"1 = K) be an HNN extension and let 
A={P<fF: ip(PDH) = PnK}. 
Assume that 
(a) 0 HP = H and f) KP = K, 
PGA PGA 
(b) P| P(x) = (x),forallxeF. 
PGA 
Then G is ~c. 
2.1. The proof of Theorem 2.4 
Before we proceed our proof (in which there will be used a similar method as 
in [10, Theorem 2.2]), we also need the following lemma which is a considerable 
generalisation of the result by K i m and S h i r v a n i . So we refer ([10]), ([15]) 
for the proof. 
LEMMA 2.5. Let G and A be as in Theorem 2.4. Then, for each S G A, we 
have a homomorphism 
<t>s'G^{F/S,ts\t^1hts = hTp, heH), 
where F = F/S, t<fis = ts and Tp: HS/S —> KS/S is an isomorphism induced 
by (p. 
P r o o f . Let a, x be reduced forms in G such that g £ G \ (x). Since every 
element in G is conjugate to a cyclically reduced form, we may assume that x is 
cyclically reduced. Moreover, since G is TIT by Proposition 2.2, we may assume 
that X 7 - I . 
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(Case 1) : Suppose that g £ (x). Then we have the following subcases. 
(Subcase 1) : exp t + (x) = - exp t_ (x) and exp t + (g) ^ - e X p t _ (#), 
(Subcase 2) : exp t + (g) = - exp t_ (g) and exp t + (x) ^ - exp t_ (x), 
(Subcase 3J : exp t + (tj) 7̂  - expt_ (g), exp t + (x) 7̂  - exp t_ (x) 
and exp t +(x) - exp t_(x) does not divide 
e x p t + ( g ) - e x p t _ ( a ) . 
For these subcases, we can find S G A such that g ^ 1 is reduced, 
exp t + (g) - exp t- (g) = exp t + (g) - expt_ (#) and x ^ 1 is cyclically reduced. 
Also exp t +(x) — exp t- (x) = exp t +(x) — expt_ (x), where, by Lemma 2.5, 
G = G0S - (F/S,tS] t^Hts = K). 
It follows that g £ (x). Since, by Proposition 2.1, G is 7rc, there exist N<G 
such that g £ N(x). Let jN be the preimage of jV in G. Then g £ N(x) 
and N <G, as required. 
(Case 2) : exp t+(g) = - e x p t - ( # ) and exp t +(x) = - e x p t _ ( x ) . 
By assumption (b), there exists S G A such that g £ S(x). By consid-
ering G = Gtfis a s i n previously, we then have g £ (x), and therefore one 
can find a normal subgroup jN of G such that g £ _V(x), as required. 
(Case 3 ) : exp t+(g) 7̂  -exp t _(O ) , exp t +(x) / — exp t-(x) and exp t +(x) -
exp t - (x) divides exp t + (g) - expt_ (g). 
Since x is cyclically reduced, we write x = aot5la\t52 • • • an-it
6n where aj G F , 
n > 1 and Oj+i = ± 1 . Let exp t+(g) — expt-(g) = m = nk (k G Z
+ ) and let 
g = bot£lb\t£2 .. .bm-it
£rnbm be reduced, where bi G F and _; = ± 1 by the 
condition (a), we can find Si G A such that ai £ HS\ if a* ^ H or a; ^ i\"Si 
if ai fi K, for each i = 0 , . . . , n — 1. Similarly we can find S2 G A such that 
bj $L HS2 if bj £ H or fy ^ _\"S2 if bj £ K, for each j = 0 , . . . , m. 
Now, since g~lxk ^ 1 ^ gxfc and since, by Proposition 2.2, G is TZJ7, there 
exist M <G such that g " 1 ^ ^ M and gxfc ^ M. Then M n F G A and 
F = Si H S2 H (M fl F) G A. Since F C Si n S2, then g is reduced and x is 
cyclically reduced, where G = G^p. Moreover we have 
exp t + (g) - exp t_ (g) = exp t + (g) - exp t_ (g) = m = nk 
= exp t + (x
k) - expt_ (x
k) = exp t + (x
fc) - exp t_ (x
k) 
and # ^ x±k, where G = G^p . It follows that g £ (x). Then, as in Case 1, we 
can find N <G such that g £ N(x). This completes the proof. 
Hence the result. • 
We remark that M o s t o w s k i [12] has shown that the word problem is 
solvable for finitely presented, residually finite groups. In the same way one 
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can think that the power problem is solvable for finitely presented ~c groups. 
Therefore let us take the HNN extension as depicted in Theorem 2.4. We then 
get: 
COROLLARY 2.6. The group G has solvable power problem. 
3. The split extension case 
Our work in this section is based on the fact that the split extension is semi-
direct product (see [5] for the proof). Therefore, as in the previous section, let 
us recover some basic facts about semi-direct product of two groups. 
Let A, K be groups, and let 9 be a homomorphism defined by 9: A —> Aut(i\T), 
a i—• 9 a for all a G A. Then the semi-direct product G = K x# A of K by A is 
defined as follows. 
The elements of G are all ordered pairs (a, k) (a G A, k G K) and the 
multiplication is given by 
(a,fc)(a',fc') = (aa',(k9a>)k') . 
Similiar definitions of a semi-direct product can be found in [14] or [16]. 
Suppose that VK = (y; s) and VA = (x; r) are presentations for the groups 
K and A, respectively. In [9, Proposition 10.1, Corollary 10.1], J o h n s o n 
showed that the semi-direct product G = K y\Q A has the presentation 
V = (y ,x; s ,r , t ) 
where t = [yx\~^x~l : i / G y , x G x } , and \yx is a word on y representing 
the element (ky)9ax of K (a G A, k G K, x G x, y G y) . 
As we said previously, the subgroup separability will be investigated on a 
special semi-direct product, actually on holomorph in this paper. The holomorph 
of a group is the semi-direct product of the group with the automorphism group, 
with respect to the obvious action. We recall that the automorphism group of 
a non-trivial finite cyclic group of order r is well known to be cyclic if and only 
if the number r is of the kind r = 4, r = p*, r = 2pf where p is an odd prime; in 
these cases, the holomorph is thus a split met acyclic group. 
Let t > 2 and let jN be the cyclic group of order r = 2*. As usual, we will 
identify the automorphism group of jY with the group Z*,t of units of Z2t, viewed 
as a commutative ring. Now let us consider the holomorph 
G = Z2- x lT2t (3) 
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of N. For the case t = 2, the group G comes down to the dihedral group, the 
group Z | being cyclic of order 2, generated by the class of —1. We note that 
t = 2 case will not be considered in the subgroup separability in this paper. 
Henceforth we suppose that t > 3. Now the group Z*,t decomposes as a direct 
product of a copy of Z 2 , generated by the class of —1, and a copy of Z 2t-2, 
generated by the class of 5. Let us write s = 2 t _ 1 . By [8], the cyclic groups 
being written multiplicatively, the semi-direct product G, given in (3), has thus 
the presentation 
Vc = (x,y,z- yr, xs, xyx~l =y5, zyz~x = y~\ [x,z]), (4) 
where the normal cyclic subgroup N is generated by y and the cyclic subgroups 
of order s and 2 are generated by x and z, respectively. 
We have a subgroup, say Gi, of G (by [8]) generated by x and y is metacyclic 
with presentation 
vGl = {x,y; y
r, ^ s, xyx~l = y5). (5) 
Again by [8], we have another subgroup, say G 2 , of G generated by z and y is 
metacyclic of the form G 2 = N xi (2; z
2) with the presentation 
/̂ C2 = (2/. *; y
r, zyz~l = y~l) • ( 6) 
Thus we have the following other main result of this paper. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let G be a semi-direct as in (3) with the presentation (4). Then, 
for the subgroups G\ and G 2 of G, G is G\ and G2-subgroup separable, respec­
tively. 
P r o o f . In the proof we will just follow the definition of subgroup separability. 
Now a simple calculation shows that we have total 2rs elements in the group G, 
rs elements in Gi and 2r elements in G 2 . The total rs elements of G \ G\ can 
be given in the set 
{z, zy, zy2,..., zyr~x, xz, x2z, x3z, 
. . . , Xs'1 z, yxz, y2xz, y3xz,..., yr~1xz, yx2z, y2x2z, y3x2z, 
. . . , yr~1x2z,..., yxs~xz, y2xs~1z, y3xs~1z,..., yr~lxs~1z} . 
Also the total 2r(s — 1) elements of G \ G 2 can be given in the set 
{x, x 2 , x 3 , . . . , x s _ 1 , yx, yx2,yx3,..., yxs~1,y2x, y2x2, y2x3, 
...,y2xs~\yr-xx,yr-xx2,yr~xx3, 
. . . , x s _ 1 z, yxz, y2xz, y3xz,..., yr~ 
. . . , yr~lx2z,..., yxs~xz, y2xs~1z, y3xs~1z,..., Hr"1xs-1z} . 
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Let us take the normal subgroup N = (y; yr). It is easy to see that 
Vgi eG\Gi and Vg2 e G\G2, Q\ i -VGi and g2 <£ NG2. Therefore G is 
£?i and (^-subgroup separable. This gives the result. D 
Let us consider the subgroup G± with the presentation (5) of G again. By 
choosing z as a stable letter and consider the mappings 
y i-> y~x, X H X , 
the group G with the presentation (4) becomes a finite HNN extension of G\. 
Thus we have the following easy consequence of Theorem 3.1. 
COROLLARY 3.2. The HNN extension G of G\ as above is just subgroup sepa-
rable. 
However we cannot get a similar result as in the above corrollary for the 
subgroup G2. But a simple calculation as in the proof of Theorem 3.1 shows 
that the subgroup G2 — N x (z; z
2), is metacyclic by [8], is not subgroup 
separable. So one can generalize this to 
COROLLARY 3.3. Not all metacyclic groups are subgroup separable. 
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